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Essential Physics I

 英語で物理学の
エッセンス I

Lecture 1:   18-04-16



Course Basics



Course Basics

Instructor:

Elizabeth TASKER tasker@astro1.sci.hokudai.ac.jp

時間　Times:

Monday 4:30 - 6 pm (Students are expected to
  attend all classes)

T.A.:

Hikari SHIRAKATA shirakata@astro1.sci.hokudai.ac.jp

Problems? 

Email me and we can arrange a time to meet!



Course Basics

http://astro3.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/~tasker/teaching/ep1

Class website

Lecture slides

News

Check regularly!



教科書　Textbook:

“Essential University Physics”

  Richard Wolfson / Pearson

with “Mastering Physics”  
student access code card

Course Basics
old edition

new edition

very important!



Grades

Course Assessment



Homework                          40 %

Attendance / clickers            20 %

Final test                              40 %

Total 100 % 

(Essay = 5%)

Course Assessment

Pass > 60 % 



Homework:

Weekly problem set on the ‘Mastering Physics’ webpage

Short (3-5 sentences) summary of science article. 
~3 in semester

250 word essay on a science article.
Due July 25th 2016

Due Monday 4:30 pm every week.

Due Monday 4:30 pm 1 week later.

Course Assessment

35%

5%



Homework                          40 %

Attendance / clickers            20 %

Final test                              40 %

Total 100 % 

(Essay = 5%)

Course Assessment

Pass > 60 % 



clicker > 60 %

< 3 lectures missed

+

full 20 %
for ‘Attendance/clickers’ 

Course Assessment
Clickers

…. except….!



Course Assessment

Zzzzzzz Please
do not
sleep 

in class!

If you sleep, you will be 
considered absent

3+ absences = fail



Homework                          40 %

Attendance / clickers            20 %

Final test                              40 %

Total 100 % 

(Essay = 5%)

Course Assessment

Pass > 60 % 



Course Assessment
Final exam:

10 multiple choice questions (A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

.....

.....

.....

.....

calculator and dictionary OK!



Course Assessment

Relative marking

A B C D A B C D

Absolute marking
Fixed % = A

Every student CAN get an  A

but....

A B C D

Every student CAN get a D



Online Homework

How to do the ‘Mastering Physics’ 
homework



Online Homework
Homework: http://www.masteringphysics.com

1 assignment / week

All homework 
assessments will 

be here!



Online Homework



Online Homework



Online Homework



Online Homework



email

choose 
password

Online Homework



Online Homework

Use email that 
you check!

Sometimes, I may 
contact you on this 
email.

name

email



Online Homework

Japan
Other

Hokkaido 
 University

name

email



Security question

e.g. What town was I born in?

Mother’s maiden (family name before marriage) name?

your answer

Online Homework

(if you lose password)



Online Homework



Join course:

Course ID:   EP12016TASKER

Online Homework



Student ID:   Hokudai Student ID
e.g. 02122000

Online Homework



CONGRATULATIONS!

You are registered with masteringphysics.com

Online Homework



All homework 
assessments will 

be here!

Online Homework



email

password

Online Homework

All homework 
assessments will 

be here!



news

Online Homework



news

Online Homework



Homework

Online Homework



This week’s homework

Online Homework

Due date: 5/02 

(2 weeks because 
textbook purchase 
needed)



Questions

Online Homework



e.g. Question

Online Homework



How to send an email….

Confused?

How do I do the online homework?

I don’t understand your example.

What is ‘homework’?

… email me!



How to send an email….

Dear Professor Tasker,

I am sorry, but I will be absent from ‘Essential 
Physics I’ on 9/5/2016.

This is because I have a doctor’s appointment



How to send an email….

This is because I have a doctor’s appointment

I am on a trip for another class

I am sorry, but I will be absent from ‘Essential 
Physics I’ on 9/5/2016.

Dear Professor Tasker,



How to send an email….

This is because I have a doctor’s appointment

My legs have been eaten by a dog

I am on a trip for another class

I am sorry, but I will be absent from ‘Essential 
Physics I’ on 9/5/2016.

Dear Professor Tasker,



How to send an email….

This is because I have a doctor’s appointment.

Thank you,

Kosuke Fujii

(student ID: 02153673)

I am sorry, but I will be absent from ‘Essential 
Physics I’ on 9/5/2016.

Dear Professor Tasker,



Why study physics?
Physics aims to understand the universe



Why study physics?
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Why study physics in English?

English is hard!

Physics is hard!

WHY would I study them together??



Why study physics in English?

Science is global

People need to work together, share ideas and 
knowledge all over the world.



Why study physics in English?

This needs a common language

If you are thinking of career in science: 

Practice English!



Do I speak too fast?

OK!

Lectures



Syllabus
.... examples from Prince of Tennis ....



Motion in a straight line

How much time does he have to hit it?

Dan throws a ball up to serve...

7.3 m/s

Syllabus



Motion in a straight line

t

x

t

x

t

x

Which shows an object 
changing direction?

(A)

(B)

(C)

Syllabus



Motion in 2 & 3D

What speed must Momo hit the ball for it to pass over the net?

2.5 m
0.96 m

11.9 m

Syllabus



Motion in 2 & 3D

The direction of movement 
is now important y

x

y

x

r

We use vectors, that have 
both magnitude and direction

Syllabus



Forces: changing the motion

A force produces an acceleration of 150 m/s2

The same force gives a 2nd can an acceleration of 50 m/s2.  What is 
the mass of the second can?

0.015kg

150 m/s2

?

50 m/s2

Syllabus



Forces: changing the motion

Newton’s 3 laws of motion:

A moving object will remain moving 
unless acted upon by a net force

The force from “A” on “B” = 
The force from “B” on “A”

F = m a

Syllabus



Energy:  forces that change

F = m a but what if

F 6= constant ?

Could you push with a 
constant force?

Cannot assume constant 
acceleration any more!

Instead, look at the energy 
used!

Syllabus



If the elastic needs to double in length to hit Sengoku, what work 
must we do?

F / x

For an elastic:

F

x

energy

Energy:  forces that change

Syllabus



Conservation of energy

Energy cannot be created or destroyed

energy

energy

It can only change form

Potential

Rotational

Kinetic

Work

Syllabus



Conservation of energy

What is the speed of the ball just before it hits the ground?

Potential Energy

Kinetic Energy

Syllabus



Why doesn’t a ball 
bounce as high on the 
2nd bounce?

Conservation of energy

(A) energy is destroyed (B) energy is changed into
     another form

(C) the ball bounces to
      the same height

(D) another force prevents it

Syllabus



So many things rotate

Rotation: a different motion

Our Galaxy’s 
circular velocity 
is 200 km/s!

200 km/s

0.5 km/s

At the equator, 
the Earth rotates 
at 0.5 km/s

Syllabus



If the circular velocity is constant, 
can we use the equations of 
constant linear (in a line) 
acceleration?

Rotation: a different motion

No! Because acceleration is a 
vector and its direction changes

Need new equations for rotation!

Syllabus



How many times does the ball rotate before it hits the ground, 
1/3 second later?

3300 rpm
Rotation: a different motion

Tennis ‘drop shot’:  ball spins 
backwards          ball bounces 
backwards.

Syllabus



Rolling: rotational & translational motion

Does this slow the ball down or speed it up?

When a ball rolls, it has both 
rotational (    ) and translational  
(    ) motion

Energy = Kinetic + Rotational

Syllabus



Equilibrium: balancing forces

If all forces balance, then we are in equilibrium

A “stable equilibrium” returns to its position if 
it is pushed.

An “unstable equilibrium” does not

F1 + F2 + F3 + .... = 0

Syllabus



Oscillations

What happens when we push a stable equilibrium?

Syllabus



Oscillations

What happens when we push a stable equilibrium?

Forces push ball 
back to the 
equilibrium

But, the ball 
overshoots....

Forces again 
push it back

This motion is an oscillation

Syllabus



Oscillations

Many systems oscillate

Finding the rate of 
oscillation allows safe 
bridges, hot food, the 
distance to stars...

Syllabus



Waves: moving oscillations

Travelling oscillations are waves

The metal does not move, but 
information about the wave does.

Waves transmit information

Syllabus



Waves: moving oscillations

Sound waves compress the air in a longitudinal wave.

Eyes closed, Echizen could hear the ball

Syllabus



Fluids: moving in a medium

Why does the ball curve?

The ball’s spin changes the pressure 
on one side, pushing the ball inwards

This also lifts an aeroplane’s wing

Syllabus



Syllabus
Optics

Reflections:

Where is the image?

What size is the image?

Is the image even real?



Syllabus
Optics

Refractions: light bending

How much does light bend?

✓1
Why does light bend?



Syllabus
Optics

Lenses & Mirrors

Where does a lens focus?

Why do objects look closer in mirrors 
than they are?



Syllabus
Optics

Interference & Diffraction:

When waves hit an object

How do light waves mix?

Where to the light and dark 
areas occur?



Syllabus
Part I:   Mechanics

Motion in a 
straight line Forces

Changing 
the motion

Motion in
2 & 3D

Conservation 
of energy

Energy 
laws

Rotation
non-translational 

motion

Rolling

Rotate + 
translate

Equilibrium

Balancing 
forces

Energy

Varying 
forces



Syllabus
Part II:   Waves

Oscillations

When you go 
too far

moving 
information

Waves Fluids

waves in a medium 
(liquid, solid or gas)

Part III:   Optics

Light waves

Reflection & 
refraction

Lenses & 
mirrors

Interferences 
& diffraction


